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Guide to the
Raymore Trails
System

Located on the southern end of town on 90 acres, Recreation Park
is the largest of Raymore’s four existing parks. It is also the most
active park with approximately 80% of its space dedicated to active programmable use.

2. Memorial Park

Memorial Park is located off Olive Street behind Raymore Elementary School. The park area encompasses 20+ acres and has
a pleasant mix of passive and active space. The park hosts several
of Raymore’s special events and festivals.

3. Hawk Ridge Park

The City’s newest community park, Hawk Ridge Park is 79 acres
of rolling hills with a fishing lake; Undeveloped at this time,
the park’s topography is well suited for future park planning to
include a mix of both passive natural areas and active play areas
and facilities.

4. Ward Park

Located on 3.88 acres on the western end of Sierra Drive in Ward

Adult cyclists are generally safer riding in the street than on
the path. To help reduce vehicle-bicycle accidents, follow
these guidelines from the American League of Bicyclists:

Thank you for using our trails! The City of Raymore is
committed to being a quality community in which to live,
work and play... and in our town, that means having trails for
both transportation and exercise.

Drive Cautiously.
> Reduce speed when encountering cyclists
> Don’t tailgate, especially in bad weather
> Recognize hazards cyclists may face and give them space

Across the City, there are over 10 miles of trails and
sidewalks developed into a network that provides
pedestrian connections between homes, schools,
businesses, and parks. The network will continue to grow as
the City develops in the future.

Yield to Cyclists.
> Bicycles are considered vehicles
> Cyclists should be given the appropriate right of way
> Allow extra time for cyclists to traverse intersections

This map shows the City’s trail system as of Fall, 2009. Trails
in greenways, trails along streets, and sidewalk connections
are highlighted. Distances are displayed in the table to help
you find the path that meets your needs.
The Parks and Recreation Department staff encourages
you to enjoy our trail system and to let us know if you find
an area that needs our attention. Please call the office to
report maintenance issues. As always, call 911 in case of
emergencies.

Raymore Parks and Amenities
1. Recreation Park

For Motorists:

Park Place Subdivision, Ward Park Place Park is an undeveloped
park. The park was designed through a public process in FY07.
The parking lot improvement is scheduled in FY09.

5. Eagle Glen Linear Park

Located in a greenway within the Eagle Glen subdivision, Eagle
Glen Linear Park is a functional drainage way. A recreation trail
was added in 2004. Future plans for the park include stream restoration and natural areas that will improve the condition of the
stream, reduce pollutants in the water, and enhance aesthetics.

6. Good Parkway Linear Park

Located in a greenway between the Wood Creek and Stonegate
Subdivisions, Good Parkway is a functional drainage way. A
recreational Trail was added in 2003. Future plans for the park
include stream restoration and natural areas that will improve
the condition of the stream, reduce pollutants in the water, and
enhance aesthetics.

Be Considerate.
> Scan for cyclists in traffic and at intersections
> Do not blast your horn in close proximity to cyclists
> Look for cyclists when opening doors
Pass with Care.
> When passing, leave four feet between you and a cyclist
> Wait for safe road and traffic conditions before you pass
> Check over your shoulder before moving back

Share
the
Path
Follow these simple
guidelines while
enjoying what the
Raymore Trail
system has to offer.
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Wildflowers along Good Parkway Trail
Please report maintenance concerns by calling
322-2791. For emergencies, dial 9-1-1.
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DO NOT LITTER, USE TRASH CANS

CONTROL DOGS, SCOOP ALL POOP
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USE SAFE SPEEDS AT ALL TIMES

Motorized vehicles
are not permitted
on any trails in
Raymore.

Graphics courtesy of the Portland
Parks and Recreation Department
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DO NOT BLOCK TRAIL

